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Gen II

Profile Control

Gen II is a rules-driven, 100% true web-based
Business Process Management engine. It is
designed to help companies optimize their business
processes. Gen II is highly customizable. We will
tailor it to fit your needs in a very short period of
time.

Technology
Gen II runs on LAMP, an Open Source Website
platform combination of Operating System (Linux),
Web server (Apache), database (MySQL) and
scripting language (PHP). Known for its reliability,
LAMP is the platform of choice for the development
and deployment of high performance web
applications. The LAMP platform offers a low-cost
and highly productive programming environment,
particularly for web-based applications.

Dynamic with Control
On top of offering a dynamic website to load and
save information, Gen II offers control from every
angle. Depending on his profile, a user will see a
page tailored to fit his read, write and viewing rights.
Different users see different versions of the pages
they access according to defined controls.

Data Control
This controls the permissions for accessing each
field in the database. Each field can be controlled
as read-write, read-only, or no access.

The system uses different profiles to control the
pages users have access to. In addition, profiles
control the fields a user has access to on these
pages. A system administrator has access to all the
pages and fields in the system. A loan processor,
however, would not have access to the accounting
pages or the underwriting pages. We deliver Gen II
with various standard profiles. These profiles can
be easily customized to match the requirements of
individual companies

OnLoad Control
The OnLoad Control operation is carried out as a
page is displayed to the user. An OnLoad operation
controls field behavior such as data visibility,
display properties, and user access. With this
operation, users can easily customize the fashion
in which data is displayed. For example, users have
the flexibility to choose whether a new unread loan
is displayed in a bold, underlined, or strikeout
format.

Customization
Each mortgage banker has different requirements
and needs. Gen II was designed to accommodate
these needs. The ease of customization of the
Gen II software is unprecedented in the industry.
Our goal is to tailor Gen II to match your operational
process rather than you having to adjust what you
do to fit the software.
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